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A best-seller on Amazon, this page-turner is a political thriller set in today's international and 
military environment. Buckle up!    

Like an iron fist in a velvet glove, it not-so-gently pounds home relevant constitutional issues 
and Washington D.C.'s political shenanigans that inevitably occur when chaos reigns.  

China, Russia, a powerful drug cartel, and a radical Islamic terrorist group form a secret cabal 
bent on shocking America and her global influence to its core while taking what they want across 
the globe. With the U.S. President facing impeachment on multiple counts and focused on 



securing a trade agreement with China without Senate approval, his actions put the Reagan Test 
Site on Kwajalein Atoll at risk and ignite the tinderbox of the South China Sea.  

Can the web of corruption and deceit created by enemies, foreign and domestic, be uncovered 
and destroyed in time to save the United States and Western civilization?  

So well documented in present-day fact, "When Chaos Reigns" seems too close to reality to be 
called fiction. 

In Praise of When Chaos Reigns 

When Chaos Reigns leaves you with an eerie feeling that what you're reading is not fiction 
but world events that could and might become a reality. And just like the characters in the 
story, we cling to the hope that right will prevail even if it is in the stark minority.      John 
Cleveland 

Drawing on his experience as commander of US Army Kwajalein Atoll/Kwajalein Missile 
Range, as a West Point & US Naval War College graduate, Col (Ret). Scott Cottrell provides a 
fascinating tale of global intrigue and political tensions intertwined with well-researched 
historical facts in When Chaos Reigns:  A Political Thriller. With the recent heightened tensions 
in US-China relations, this book may soon be all too real.”     Doug Nichol 

Scott Cottrell has written a novel of contemporary interest as we see both Chinese forces 
maneuvering against US forces in the Pacific and Russia wreaking havoc in Europe. Perhaps the 
work is predictive of what we should expect to see in the near future. Read it to find out!    Kenn 
Riordan 
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